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A NEW METHOD OF STUDYING THE FLOV OF THE WATER ALONG 

THE BOTTOM OF A MODEL OF A FLYING-BOAT HULL 

By Kenneth E. Vard 

SUMMARY . 

A new method of studying the flow of the water along 
the bottom of a model of a flying-boat hull is described. 
In this method, the model is fitted with a transparent 
bottom and is divided down the center line by a bulkhead. 
The flow is observed and photographed through one-half of 
the model by means of the diffused illumination from a 
battery of lamps contained in the other half of the model. 
Photographs of the flow, particularly of the chanses that 
occur when the.step ventilates, are. shoivn; --- 

L -G. .-- _. .__ 
The results-of the present investigation indicate- hi 'that the method has considerable promise, chiefly in-con- 

nection with motion-picture studies. 1. .x _ .- 

INTRODUCTION 

Observations in ree;ard to the flow of the water alon 
the bottom of seaplane floats and flying-boat hulls, par- 
ticularly in reqard to the,action of the step, are fo'irnd 
in many reports of tests of both models and full-size 
craft. Most of the data have .been based on observation 
of the type and the changes of the waves emersing from 
under the hull, Other observations have been made -from 
the flow pattern obtained on the bottom af a hull, such 

, as produced by the action of chemicals on the bottom - 
paint. In some recent studies in the N.A.C.A. tank, the 
flovr pattern on the bottom of a hull has been obtained by- .- 

applyin% spots of a semiplastic fluid and recording the 
streaks that proceeded from them. --Thia method is lalori- - 
ous and, although it does sive a general picture of the - .- 
flow at specific speeda, it permits no detailed study of 
the changes that occur.. Simple transpar-ent form%,. -such as 
the glass planin? surfaces tested by Sambraus (reference-l), 

-- -- .* 
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have permitted direct observations of the flow over the 
bottom surface but, as far as is known, the method of il- 
lumination and the study of the flow over the bottom of-a 
hull form, as herein described, has not been used prior 
to the present investigation. 

The purpose of-the present preliminary investigation 
was to explore the possibilities of directly observing the 
flow over the bottom of a model of 'a flyinq-boat hull 
.throuqh a transparent bottom by means of suitable illumi- 
nation arranged to make the flow visible. It was desired 
to observe the qeneral behavior of the water flowing nlonq 
the under surface of the hull and, in particular, to ob- 
serve the nature. of the action of.the step in the trnnsi- 
tion from the predominantly displacement condition to the 
predominantly planinq condition. 

MODEL 

The form of the model of-the flyins-boat hull chosen 
for this investigation is generally similar to that of 
N.A.C.A. model 11-C (reference 2) with the exception that 
the forebody has developable surfaces, resulting in a some- 
what fuller boa. The model is constructed in two sections, 
a forebohy section and an afterbody section joined at the 
step; the d-epth of the step may be varied by raising or- 
lomering the afterbody section with respect to the-fore- 
body section. This arrangement is similar to that used 
for the model of reference 3. The tail extension is omit- 
ted, the model ending et the sternpost. The bottom of tho 
model is formed of sheets of transparent plastic, l/8 inch 
thick, attached to a heavy wooden shell of the desired 
form. It is ,possfble to look directly through the bottom 
from a gosition above the model. 

. 

FiiTure 1 shows the m.adel as viewed from the bottom 
and from the top, (Fig:, 1 shows the model with a V-step. & 
The normal step is of the usual transverse form and Ls lo- , 
cated on the division line of the forebody and the after- c 
body sections.) . 

A heavy bulkhead down the centerine divides the mod- I 
el into two halves. On one side of this bulkhead iT%r- 
ranged a battery oflamps (five No. 2 Photoflood lamps and 
five 150-W projector flood lamps). The light from these 
lamps on the one side is diffused in the water to such an 
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extent that it is possible to observe and photograph the 
flow along the other side of the model.* The side con- 
tainins the bank of lamps is covered and scoop ventilators 
are fitted to provide air for cooling the lamps. The in- 
terior of this section is painted with white refl,ector 
paint. The observation sfde,of the model is uncovered 
and the interior is painted with a flat black paint. 

Strings were found to be helpful in illustrating the 
direction of the flow along the bottom. These strinqs ., 
are attached to the vertical face of the step and to the' 
bottom surface formard,and aft of the step. (See -fiq. 1. > 

In the course of the investigation,. several changes 
were made in the depth and the form of the step in order 
to note whether the resulting charges in the f1o.w could 
be observed and recorded. Letters are added to the model 
number to identify each main change. The designations are:‘ 

Model 80-A: Normal step, 0.033b (9/16-inch) 

Model 80-B: Shallow step, O.OcI.7b (l/8-inch) 

Model 80-C: Deep step, 'C.059b (l-inch) .- -.-- _- 
Model 80-D: Ventilated step, normal depth 

Model 80-F: 30° pointed step, normal depth 

where b is the beam of the model, 17 inches. _. 

PROCEDURE 

Photographs of the flow were made by means of a cam- 
era mounted.directly above the observation section of the 
model. The field included most of the afterbody and a- z --- 
small area forward of the -step.. Satrsfactory photographs 
could be taken with the liqhting arran%ement described in 
the precedfnq section. 

Most of the tests were made by tomtn% the model at 
constant trim and constant load and at a 10% rate of ac--- .- --- 
celeration. Photographs of the flow at representative --'- 
speeds mere simultaneously taksn with visual readi-nf:s of 
the tachometer indicating the soeed of the carriaqe. 
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Some tests mere made. with the model free to trim about 
an axis passing through an assumed center of b;ravity. The 
modeLwas balanced and lift lvas applisd in the manner <ener- 
ally used for making specific tests in the N.A.C.A. tank. 
The photographs taken during these tests represented the 
chanp;es of the flow over the bottom during the take-off of 
a flying boat, At representative spe-eds, a photograph was 
taken and, in addition to the tachometer reading, the trim 
and the load were read. 

.A number of motion-Dicture studies of the f-low were 
made with the model taking off and landin?;. Thsee studies ..- 
included take-off's in IT-hi& porpoisinq occurred. Some of 
these. mot&on r,ictures were first shown at the N.A.C.A. 
Fourteenth Annual Inspection in May 1939. 

. . RESULTS 

The results of this study are presented in the fo.rm 
of photo<raphs of the flow near the step .in the transition 
ranqe between the displacement condition and the planing 
condition. Figure 2 shows a typical sequence of the 
chanqes in flow with the model free to'trim.' On the typ- * 
ical resistance curve shown in figure 3, tli:e.changes in 
resistance are correlated with chanqes in the flow, partic- 
ularlg with respect tu the discontinuity in tha resist-anco 
curve that occurs before the hump. Tachometer readings 
that represonf-the actual speeds within Al/2 foot per sec- 
ond are given in all the figures. Trims are correct to 
within f1/4° and loads to within about *l/2 pound. 

The photographs taken durinq the tests at fixed trims 
and constant loads are qiven in fiqures 4 to 8. For com- 
parisons of the data in regard:to load and speed wfth 
those <iv-en in coefficient form in references 2 and 3, the 
following conversion factors may be used: 

Load, A, pounds -. - - - 4 - - - 180 CA 
. 

SPeed, V, feet per second - - - 6.76 Gv 

The models are all the same size sd that the dimensional 
quantities may be directly compared within the limits of 
accuracy of the present tests. 
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. DIScUS6ION. 

General nat,ure of'chases i.n flow.- The nature of the ---- 
chanqes in flow observed in this investiiation is 6est dig- 
cussed with reference to'figures 2 and 3. The Thot.oqraphs 
may be identified with the correspondinq points on the re- 
sistance curve by means of the values cf trim, T, indi- 
cated on the figures. The camera was mounted directly 
above the model so that tLe photograph, taken vertically 

-damn through the port side of the transparent-%ottom, SEOVS~ 
the flow in the vicinity-of the step. (The light area in 
the afterbody near the keel is caused by water inside the 
model.) 

In the low-speed ranse, the hull is running almost 
entirely as a displacement craft, the flqm is parallel 
with the keel, and there is no visible disturbanc.e of,the 
flow. (The strings attached to the 'bottom of the hull. 
are not straightened cut because of the low velocity of 
the flow.) 'As the speed increases and the bow rises., a ' 
'small turbulent area appears at the outer ed%;eof the step 
and the .resistance beTins to increase le-ss rapidly. This 
turbulence is a result cf a violent agitation of the water 
behind the step and is not to be confused with the' lesser 
desree of turbulence generally associated with fluid flow. 
True ventilation of the step, however, has not yet taken 
place because the step is effectively sealed by the solid 
water alone; the side of the hull. With further increase 

. in speed, the turbulence disappears 'oetmeen speeds-of 7.7 
and 9.5 feet per second an-d then reappear-s with qreater‘-in- .- 

-~ tensity. At this stage a maEre from the forebody, which 
is indicated By the light line close to the edge of the 

*hull, has moved aft to such a gosition that air can enter 
from the side and ventilate the step. &t a speed of. about 
11 feet per second, the ventilation of the step is corn- 
plete, the-turbulent wake qoes rapidly aft, and planing 
becomes predominant. In t%is transition stase, the'diB--- - 

continuity in the resistance curve appear.s. As the turbu- 
lent wake from the step goes aft, the wetted area‘dccreases. 
with a correspondin< decrease in the resistance. This dis- 
continuity in the resistance curve has'been discussed %y 
Truscott (reference 4) and mentioned by Sottorf (refer- 
ence 5). 

As 'the s_uead continues to increase, the resistance 
again increases, alth'ouqh the planins condition has become, 
well established. The space just aft of the step is en- 
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tirely clear and the hull is planing on the forebody and 
a small portion of the afterbody, The maximum, or hump, 
resistance for this model occurs about the same time that 
the afterbody comes clear of the wat-er. Apparently the 
hump is not ZSsoEiated with any decided change in the flow. 

The last three photographs of fiqure 2, at s-oeeds 
f-rom 20.0 to25.5 fe-et pe.r second, show the flow with the 
model planing at-a speed well beyond t-he hump speed. The 
afterbody at this stage is entirely clear of the water. 
Of particular interest in these photographs is the light 
line crossing the bottom ofthe hull at an ansle. -This 
line is a result of the lens effect of the forward curva- 
ture of the water ahead of the staqnation points fn the 
flow and very closely represents the line of maximum pres- 
sures on t-he surface of the model. Ahead of this peak- 
pressure line, the water is thrown to the side as a high- 
velocity jet. Aft of th8 paak-pressure line, the Water 
flows parallel with the keel'. The photograph at 25.5 fact 
per second shows how sharp this pressure peak is, as indi- 
cat-e-d by the close approach of th-e line to the'string be- 
fore any influence on th8 direction of the string is ob- . 
Served. The peak pressure and the divided flow may also 
be observed on the afterbody at lower speeds Just after 
planing has becoms-established. It is interestins to ob- 
serve that the crest of the bow wave is a direct continu- 
ation af the neak pressure as it emerges from under the 
hull. _ - 

Effect of deaha of stag -- .- The data of reference 3 in- 
dicate chanqes in-the resistance of a relatively small 
order with chanses in the depth of the step. Ihe increase 
in resistance at low speeds may be associated. with an in- 
creased turbulence caused by an increase in the depth of 
the step and the decrease in resistance at planfncS speeds, 
mith Freater clearance of the afterbody resulting from an 
increase in the depth of step. These conclusions are sub- 
Stantiated. by the.photo<raphs of -ffP;ures 4 to 6. The na- 
ture Of the flow in the transition staqe is not a?preci- 
ably affected but the d8qr88 uf turbulence.in the wake of 
the step is considerably. increased with an increase in 
the denth of step.. *As might be expect-ed, the transition 
occurs earlier and the afterbody interference at high 
speeds is considerably less as the depth of the steg is 
increased. An increase in load and a decrease in trim 
are effective in delaying the transition. 

- 
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Sffect of ventilation.- The effect of additional ven- --- 
tilation of the step is shown by a comparison.of figures 
4(b) and 7. The additional ventilation was Accomplished 
by slie;htly separating the forebody and the afterbody sec- 
tions of model 80-A and sealing the resulting side gaps. 
This procedure permitted the free flow of air into the 
step from.the top of the model. Ventilation- of this form 
apparently has little effect other than aiding, to a sm.all 
extent, the beginning of the separation of flow .from-the 
step. 

In order to study further the effect of ventilation, 
several brief tests were made with thin, rectnnsular 
plates coverinq the outer edges of the stop to prevonf - 
ventilation from the side. These plates extended 121/2 
inches ahead of and 2-l/2 inches aft of t31e stop and about 
twice the step depth below the forebody chine. They ef- 
feotively sealed the step from entrance of air throughout -- 
the short speed range of the transition sta",e. 

The results of these tests show that ventilation of 
. the step can be completely prevented with the shalloTp 

step but that a deep step ventilates in spite of the Dlates L-T: 
and at about the same speed a$ Without the plates. S-dme- -. 

delay is experienced in the transition for the normal ---- 
depth of steD but, with additional ventilation from the 
top (model 80-D), plates on the side have no effect what-. 
ever. --- - :---- 

Effect of ulan form.- The effect of changing the plan 
form of the.step from the normal transverse.form to a Vi 
form is shown by comparing figures 4(a) and 8. The re- 
sistance curve for model 80-P (V-step) has the same $en- 
era1 characteristics as that for mbdel 80-A (normal step) 
including; the discontinuity well before the hump. These 
discontinuities were omitted in the curves of-references 2 
and 3, because of the secondary interest in the phenomei . 
non. 

. - 
The photoqraphs of figure 8, supplemented with the 

motion-picture study, show a considerable dffferetid”e’ fn 
the type of flow in the transition range. Instead of a 
rouqh turbulence developine; behind the step, the floti now 
develops into a definite vorte.x parallel with the step. 
This vortex becomes very stronq and breaks away in an al- 
most reqular form, with an acconpanying reduction in re- 
sistance, and the flow becomes similar to that for the 
models havinq transverse steps. The data of. reference '2. 
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show that the general resistance characteristics of the 
models with V-steps are but lit-tie different from those 
for-the models having the conventional transverse step. 
This result is to be expected from the present-study be- 
causo of thh-e similtirity of the flows fn all but the tran- 
sition staqe. 

CONCLUSIOBS 

1. The method of studyins the characteristics of the 
flow along the bottom of & model of a hull by observation 
and photography through a transparent bottam, particularly 
by the use of motion pictures, promises to be of assist- 
ance in obtaining definite explanations for many phenomena 
connected with take-off and landine;. 

2. The method should prove to be of use in conjunc- 
tion with studies of bottom pressures by showing the move- 
ment of th-e peak pressure in landinqs, in rough wat-er, 
and in porpoising. 

Langley Memorial-Aeronautical Laboratory, 
National Adyisory Committee. for Aeronautics, 

Langley Field, Va., January 12, 1940. 

. 
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’ Figure a.- Model 80-A 0.033b Step (9/U in.) lkrr-to-trim. 
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Figure 3.- Mo-lal 80-8, Besistanco, free to trim, correlation with flow. 
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Fi6ur. 4, I, to o.- Modal 80-A The 0.035b rtrp (9/16 in.). 



lriguw 4 aontinurd. Model 80-A The 0.033b step (9/16 in.). 





Figure 5, a to c.- Model 80-B The 0.007b step (l/8 in. ). 

- 
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Figure 6 continued. Model 80-B The 0.007b step (l/8 In.). 
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Figure 5 continued. Model 80-B. The 0.007b step (l/8 in. ). 
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Figure 6, a to c.- Model 80-C. The Ok9b step (1 in.). 



Figure 6 conthmd. Model 80-C The 0.059b rtep (1 in.). I 



Figure 6 oontinued. Model 80-C The 0.059b step (1 in. ). 



Figure 7.- Uodel 80-D. The 0.035b step (9/16 in.) with l/8 inch clearance 
between forebody and afterbody for step ventilation. 



Figure 8.- Yodel 80-F. The 30’ pointed step. 


